In the paper one of the techniques used in human resource management annual interview as an important part of authentic leadership is discussed. Authentic leadership is the most important matter at the present moment in leadership development and emphasizes the leader’s authenticity. For a leader to be authentic we believe he should have an in depth knowledge of people he is working with and that can be achieved through communication. One of the standardized forms of communication between a leader and his coworkers are annual interviews. In the research where 565 people participated we found out that annual interview is an important part of human resource management and is closely related to authentic leadership. The relation is especially relevant in the part of managing and collaborating with colleagues and subordinates.
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1. **Introduction**

Annual interviews are one of the techniques used in human resource management and are a very efficient leadership tool which is, when properly used, very interactive and has positive effects on the working environment and the work itself. Annual interviews are often used also as a tool to research work climate and work culture and above all as a way to find out what are the work discrepancies and how to motivate employees. Annual interviews are also a way to pass information on to the employees and to include the employees into the decision making process and the organizations functioning.

Authentic leadership is the latest evolutionary stage in leadership development and emphasizes the leader’s authenticity. For a leader to be authentic we believe that one should have an in depth knowledge of the people with whom he is working which can be achieved through communication. One of the standardized forms of communication between the leaders and their coworkers are annual interviews.

These two terms are the main point of discussion in our study. With enough knowledge about annual interviews and authentic leadership we can make a new form of leadership that could suit all of the needs of employees in organizations of our time.

The aim of the study is to present, explore and outline the relationship between the use of the annual interviews process and authentic leadership in organizations. We have conducted our study in Slovenia. With the aim of improving the annual interview process in organization the authentic leadership model is an answer to the call for new form of leadership that would suit the needs of employees in modern organizations (Dimovski et al., 2009). Hence, the focus of this study is on the impact that human resources annual interview has on authentic leadership. Implementation of the annual interview process in modern learning is based on leadership – direct influence on followers and should start at top management which must show with their behavior and open dialog that it is ready to dedicate itself to constant improvement (Phillips, 2003). The basic idea behind this paper is that human resources annual interviews are very important when trying to be an authentic leader in an organization. However, to be an authentic leader in a learning organization it is essential to know very well oneself and the organization in order to know what needs to be improved or changed.

We will determine the correlation between various aspects on the use of annual interview and authentic leadership and test how variables of the annual interviews concept determine various aspects of authentic leadership.

2. **Human resources annual interview and authentic leadership**

Human resource management (HRM) is the strategic and coherent approach to the management of an organization’s...
most valued assets - the people working there who individually and collectively contribute to the achievement of the objectives of the business (Armstrong, 2006). Valid theories in HRM provide frameworks for predicting, understanding and influencing the thoughts, feelings and behaviors of employees in the workplace. HRM theories also provide guidance for designing interventions and interpreting the results (Latham & Stuart, 2007).

Armstrong (2006) states that the terms “human resource management” and “human resources” (HR) have largely replaced the term “personnel management” as a description of the processes involved in managing people in organizations. HRM functions (selection, compensation, appraisal etc.) are closely linked to the traditional concept of the job and via this connection to various performance outcomes (Cardy et al., 2007) and they appear by employing one or more employees (Sezer, 2009).

Focusing on organizational performance mainly from financial stakeholders’ perspective is no longer sufficient (Colakoglu et al., 2006). Human resource systems are related to firm performance (Arthur and Boyles, 2007). Effective management of people is increasingly recognized in the literature as a vital contributor to organizational performance and indeed survival (Jack et al., 2006).

Iles et al. (2009) are comparing HRM to talent management (TM) and asking themselves whether TM is merely a re-packaging of what already exists, not being distinct from traditional HRM practices or disciplines. In TM a lot of time is spent on discussing to the development of the asset.

Others suggest that the role of HRM practices should be linked with the functioning of PM teams in order to understand to what extent it may condition knowledge creation processes (Bellini and Canonico, 2008).

Changes in competitive environments are resulting in changes to the nature of work. The level of success in light of these organizational changes will largely be determined by how effectively people are managed in the new organizational environments and those HRM practices that adapt to the new organizational conditions can add tremendously to the business and be a key to long-term competitiveness (Cardy et al., 2000). For instance, some discuss the role of HRM practice in developing the informed workplace (Othman & Teh, 2003). HRM also plays a major role in times of major transformations or strategic change (Den Hertog et al., 2010).

2.1 HR Annual interview

The annual interview gives the basis for evaluating performance at work, planning further development, education and employees career. Often this type of conversation is the only opportunity offered to an employee in a full year to align his aspirations and expectations with the requirements and expectations of the company (Brečević, 2000: 77.).

We would recommend to the companies to repeat interviews regularly, at least once per year so that the positive effects of the interviews would not be lost. That is also where the title of an annual interview comes, from the time period in which it should be at least once executed.

The annual interview between the manager and workers is the highest level of human resource management. The interview is therefore not intended to criticize the employee’s work, behavior or conditions in which they work. Description of the terms is a simple declaration of the current state and the starting point for improvement. In-depth and systematic conversations at least once a year are the only real basis for individual career planning and at the same time they also benefit managers and the company. Annual interviews are not just an administrative procedure; they are means of creating a common vision, purpose and reason of the existence of the organization, informing the individual that understands how to contribute to the success of the entire company (Brečević 2000: 77).

2.2 Authentic leadership

A look at the taxonomy of the concept of authentic leadership will show us that leading researchers from the field of organizational behavior are interested in it (Luthans and Avolio 2003; May et al. 2003; George 2003; Avolio et al. 2004a; Gardner and Schermerhorn 2004; Avolio and Gardner 2005; Gardner et al. 2005; Ilies et al. 2005; Sparrowe 2005; Copper et al. 2005). First Slovenian researchers to dedicate the attention to authentic leadership and development of positive organizational identity of learning organization are Penger (2006), Peterlin (2007) and Dimovski et al. (2009). Multi-dimensional influence of authentic leadership that reaches all employees is the main reason why so many researchers are looking into it.

The essence of authenticity is knowing oneself, accepting and remaining who you really are. Instead of accepting authenticity as a theoretical construct it is better to understand it as element of continuum where leaders and their followers are becoming more and more authentic the more they are preserving their true values, preferences and identity (Copper et al., 2005). Authentic leaders follow five dimensions (George, 2003): understanding their purpose, practicing solid values, leading with heart, establishing connected relationships and demonstrating self-discipline. Authentic leaders are people with high level of authenticity: they know who they are, what they believe in, what they appreciate and in interaction with others they act in accordance with their values and believes (Avolio and Gardner, 2005). Authentic leaders are self-confident, full of hope and trust, optimism and ethical (Cooper et al., 2005).
Main advantage of an authentic leadership is the chance for constant development that its environment and philosophy enables (Gardner and Schermerhorn, 2004). Crucial challenge of an authentic leadership demonstrates itself in the awareness of leaders that an individual is the most important part in the organizational network of knowledge (Storr, 2004; Sparrowe, 2005). Authentic leaders need to identify the advantages of their followers and help them to develop them and connect them with common goal, purpose, vision and identity of the organization. Even though authentic leadership may have direct impact on the behavior of followers (Jensen and Luthans, 2006; Ilies et al., 2005; Gardner et al., 2005; Harvey et al., 2006), its impact is much stronger and motivating if followers identify with their leaders. Consequently, the main thesis of this paper is that authentic leadership enables, support and progress the annual interview process with positive outcomes for parties, client and the interviewer. We claim that authentic leadership practices need to be developed in order that management can learn more effectively and consequently transfer knowledge with the aim of improving the positive effects of annual interviews.

Authentic leader’s dedication to progress and development, starting at one’s self, works as an indispensable example for co-workers. Authentic leaders need to be committed to constant learning (Schein 1992) that requires self-changing, high level of motivation for learning from one’s mistakes, emotional power for dealing with fear and unpredictability, ability for establishing connected relationships and demonstrating self-discipline and self-trust.

3 Methodology

Research questions

Our study attempts to investigate three questions that emerge from the preceding discussion. Through the research, we attempt to determine:

R1: Are various determinants of annual interview and the concept of authentic leadership related and in which manner?

R2: How are the main variables that are constructing the concept of authentic leadership determined by the variables constructing the annual interview?

R3: Which interviews are perceived as more necessary: once per year or as-we-go?

Our survey first sought to determine the relation between annual interviews and the concept of authentic leadership and to determine in which manner they are related. With that issue we wanted to confirm that annual interviews give the basis for evaluating performance at work, planning further development, education and employees’ career.

Second we tested how variables of the annual interviews concept determine various aspects of authentic leadership. We believe that not all variables of the annual interviews concept affect various aspects of authentic leadership in the same manner to the same extent.

The survey also investigated whether organizations perceived as more necessary one per year interviews or as-we-go interviews. Authors would like to recommend to practitioners to conduct interviews regularly, at least one per year. It is the only way that the positive effects of the interviews would not be lost.

Sample

Participants in this study were selected randomly. The subjects were invited to individually respond to a questionnaire. Participation was voluntary. The questionnaire was prepared based on the previously described theory and given to interviewers whose’ assignment was to randomly select respondents and bring back the filled out questionnaires. A total of 565 complete responses were obtained.

The sample consisted of 283 men and 282 women (n=565). The age range of the respondents was between 21 and 66 years. The average age of the respondents was 36 years and 3 month. The questionnaire was of the closed type.

For questions 3 to 25 we calculated the Cronbach’s alpha coefficient. The value calculated is 0.874, which indicates great reliability of measurement. With regard to the composition and characteristics of the sample, we believe that it is representative.

Instrument and Variables

The questionnaire was of a closed type and contained 25 questions referring to the following:

A. General data
1. age
2. gender

B. Annual interviews
3. We use annual interviews in our organization.
4. We perform informal interviews in our organization.
5. I can always state my opinion at the annual interview.
6. At the annual interview, I feel that my “leader” really listens to me.
7. At the annual interview, I feel that my “leader” understands me.
8. At the annual interview I feel comfortable.
9. At the annual interview speaks mostly just the “leader”.
10. At the annual interview the “leader” encourages me.
11. I have the feeling that the leader is well prepared for the annual interview.
12. Annual interviews are needed.
13. Ongoing discussions are needed.
14. At the annual interview I speak only the truth.
15. At the annual interview I am also critical.
16. I receive feedback from my superiors.
17. Talking to my superior motivates me.

C. Authentic leadership (What is your leader like?)
18. Leader has a positive attitude towards work and colleagues.
19. Leader is optimistic and has a strong personal self-image - a strong “I”.  
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20. Leader gives hope for the development of solutions.
21. Leader builds trust among colleagues.
22. Leader has a lot of psychological support from colleagues.
23. Leader has a high degree of personal self-esteem.
24. Leader is primarily focused at finding the positive values of colleagues.
25. I personally identify myself with the leader (we have “the same view of the world”).

Questions from 3 to 25 were measured on a scale ranging from 1– I absolutely disagree to 5 – I absolutely agree.

4 Results and Discussion

In Table 1 the frequency for the variables is shown. As it can be seen from the table, the highest mean value among the variables constructing annual interviews has the variable “Ongoing discussions are needed” (3.94) and the highest mean value among the variables constructing authentic leadership has the variable “Leader has a positive attitude towards work and colleagues” (3.73). In Appendix 1 the Pearson R Correlation Coefficients are shown for the above described variables.

With the predictors which were used to describe the “use of annual interviews” 31.9% variance of “Leader has a positive attitude towards work and colleagues” is explained. “I have the feeling that the leader is well prepared for the annual interviews” ($\beta=0.224$) has the most influence.

With second predictors which were used to describe the “use of annual interviews” 23.9% variance of “Leader is optimistic and has a strong personal self-image - a strong “I”” is explained. “Ongoing discussions are needed” ($\beta=0.204$) has the most influence.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Frequency table for the variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annual interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We use annual interviews in our organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We perform informal interviews in our organization.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can always state my opinion at the annual interview.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the annual interview, I feel that my “leader” really listens to me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the annual interview, I feel that my “leader” understands me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the annual interview I feel comfortable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the annual interview speaks mostly just the “leader”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the annual interview the “leader” encourages me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have the feeling that the leader is well prepared for the annual interview.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual interviews are needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing discussions are needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the annual interview I speak only the truth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the annual interview I am also critical.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I receive feedback from my superiors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talking to my superior motivates me</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authentic leadership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leader has a positive attitude towards work and colleagues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader is optimistic and has a strong personal self-image - a strong “I”’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader gives hope for the development of solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader builds trust among colleagues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader has a lot of psychological support from colleagues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader has a high degree of personal self-esteem.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader is primarily focused at finding the positive values of colleagues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I personally identify myself with the leader (we have “the same view of the world”).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Regression analysis for the dependent variables: “Leader has a positive attitude towards work and colleagues”, “Leader is optimistic and has a strong personal self-image - a strong “I””, “Leader gives hope for the development of solutions”, “Leader builds trust among colleagues”, “Leader has a lot of psychological support from colleagues”, “Leader has a high degree of personal self-esteem”, “Leader is primarily focused at finding the positive values of colleagues”, “I personally identify myself with the leader” and independent variables representing the “use of annual interviews” (n=565)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standardized Coefficients Beta for dependent variable:</th>
<th>Leader has a positive attitude towards work and colleagues</th>
<th>Leader is optimistic and has a strong personal self-image - a strong “I”</th>
<th>Leader gives hope for the development of solutions</th>
<th>Leader builds trust among colleagues</th>
<th>Leader has a lot of psychological support from colleagues</th>
<th>Leader has a high degree of personal self-esteem</th>
<th>Leader is primarily focused at finding the positive values of colleagues</th>
<th>I personally identify myself with the leader</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted R²:</td>
<td>0.319</td>
<td>0.239</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.212</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>0.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictors:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We use annual interviews in our organization.</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.052</td>
<td>-0.081</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.054</td>
<td>-0.092</td>
<td>-0.078</td>
<td>-0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We perform informal interviews in our organization.</td>
<td>-0.056</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>-0.038</td>
<td>-0.015</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>-0.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I can always state my opinion at the annual interview.</td>
<td>-0.084</td>
<td>-0.155</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>-0.108</td>
<td>-0.084</td>
<td>0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the annual interview, I feel that my “leader” really listens to me.</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.126</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the annual interview, I feel that my “leader” understands me.</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.026</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.193</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the annual interview I feel comfortable.</td>
<td>0.098</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.178</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the annual interview speaks mostly just the “leader”.</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the annual interview the “leader” encourages me.</td>
<td>0.057</td>
<td>-0.012</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>0.145</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have the feeling that the leader is well prepared for the annual interviews.</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.176</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>0.141</td>
<td>0.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual interviews are needed.</td>
<td>-0.036</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>-0.016</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ongoing discussions are needed.</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.013</td>
<td>-0.107</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>-0.036</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the annual interview I speak only the truth.</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At the annual interview I am also critical.</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>-0.069</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>-0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I receive feedback from my superiors.</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>-0.044</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.069</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talking to my superior motivates me.</td>
<td>0.172</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.145</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
With next predictors which were used to describe the “use of annual interviews” 75.5% variance of “Leader gives hope for the development of solutions” is explained. “I have the feeling that the leader is well prepared for the annual interviews” (β=0.176) has the most influence.

With forth predictors which were used to describe the “use of annual interviews” 21.1% variance of “Leader builds trust among colleagues” is explained. “At the annual interview, I feel that my ‘leader’ understands me” (β=0.193) has the most influence.

With fifth predictors which were used to describe the “use of annual interviews” 21.0% variance of “Leader has a lot of psychological support from colleagues” is explained. “At the annual interview I speak only the truth” (β=0.214) has the most influence.

With next predictors which were used to describe the “use of annual interviews” 14.8% variance of “Leader has a high degree of personal self-esteem” is explained. “I have the feeling that the leader is well prepared for the annual interviews” (β=0.181) has the most influence.

With eighth predictors which were used to describe the “use of annual interviews” 21.8% variance of “Leader is primarily focused at finding the positive values of colleagues” is explained. “I receive feedback from my superiors” (β=0.148) has the most influence.

With the last predictors which were used to describe the “use of annual interviews” 14.8% variance of “I personally identify myself with the leader (we have “the same view of the world”)” is explained. “Talking to my superior motivates me” (β=0.145) has the most influence.

**Discussion**

Through our research we were able to answer our first research question (R1): “Are various determinants of annual interview and the concept of authentic leadership related and in which manner?” on the correlations between the variables composing the use of annual interviews and of those composing authentic leadership. From Appendix 1 we can see that almost all of the variables representing human resources annual interview are related to the variables representing authentic leadership and with all except for nine the correlation is statistically significant. For ten of the 111 statistically significant correlations the correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed) and for the remaining 101 the correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). Only one correlation is negative and that is the correlation between variable “At the annual interview speaks mostly just the leader” and “Leader is optimistic and has a strong personal self-image – a strong “I”” (r=−0.103 at p=0.014).

We have also answered the second question (R2): “How are the main variables that are constructing the concept of authentic leadership determined by the variables constructing the annual interview?” by conducting regression analyses between the eight variables representing authentic leadership for which we supposed are dependent on the inter-dependent variables representing human resources annual interview. With the independent variables we can explain some percent of dependent variables. Most determinate by variables representing annual interview and between the variables representing authentic leadership is variable “Leader gives hope for the development of solutions” with 75.5% explained variance. All other variables presenting authentic leadership could be explained around 20% to 30% variance. Least determine independent variables which were explained 14.8% variance are “Leader has a high degree of personal self-esteem” and “I personally identify myself with the leader (we have “the same view of the world”)

Which interviews are perceived as more necessary, our third research question (R3): “Which interviews are perceived as more necessary: once per year or as-we-go?”, can be answered simply by taking a look back at our frequency table for the variables (Table 1) where means for the “Annual interviews are needed” and “Ongoing discussions are needed” were 3.74 and 3.94 from which we could conclude, that they are both needed but still ongoing discussions are perceived as slightly more important.

Several limitations of this study need to be considered. First; the discussed findings and implications were obtained from a single study; generalizing the results should be done with caution. Second; the whole research was focused mostly on how human resources annual interview affects authentic leadership. We are aware that our concept could be influenced also by other variables that are not included in this study.

**5 Conclusion**

Annual interviews are an important part of human resource management and as can be concluded form this study they are also related to authentic leadership. The relation is especially relevant in the part of managing and collaborating with colleagues and subordinates.

This study provides basic insights into the connection between the use of annual interviews and authentic leadership and it can be summarized as follows: the use of annual interviews is one of the many things that are composed into authentic leadership, but it does not explain the whole concept of authentic leadership, because there is an infinite number of variables that influence authentic leadership and here we have only explained several of them.

On the basis of the results of the research we can maintain that the roots to the problem of successful implementation of the annual interviews also lie in the absence of authentic leadership skills and leadership practices. We have outlined the importance of highly developed organizational context and the development of positive psychological capacities: self-esteem, hope, trust, optimism and flexibility that need to be dispersed across the organization in order to gain greater organizational and follower outcomes and performance within the annual interview processes.

Based on our analysis we can conclude that of all the activities that construct authentic leadership, the part best explained by the use of annual interviews is that the leader using annual interviews gives hope for the development of solutions.
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## Appendix 1: Pearson R Correlation Coefficients (n=565)

|   | 3  | 4  | 5  | 6  | 7  | 8  | 9  | 10 | 11 | 12 | 13 | 14 | 15 | 16 | 17 | 18 | 19 | 20 | 21 | 22 | 23 | 24 |
|---|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).